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OVERVIEW
In May 2020 almost 500 people gathered online to explore how we could co-create the new normal 
when it comes to growing social connection while maintaining physical distance as we work together.

Our aim was to:

• Discover our best experiences of helping to co-create ways to grow social connection in a 
workplace.

• Dream of what might be possible when it comes to growing connection while maintaining 
physical distance, if the workplaces we’re a part of, invited their people to co-create the 
answers to this challenge.

• Design and deliver pathways of self-organized actions individually and collectively to make our 
shared hopes for helping co-create a safe space for workers to explore how they can grow 
connection in the new normal of physically distanced workplaces a reality.

To kick us off, Professor David Cooperrider reminded us that cultures are formed in the crucible of 
crisis.  While it can be challenging to imagine how we can hold the space to bring people together and 
embrace all of the uncertainty and the suffering being experienced, the scale of the current disruption 
also invites the best in each of us to step forward.

Now more than ever, we need to help workplaces and communities uncover when they are at their best 
what gives them life.  This can’t be done through telling and selling or even consultation, it requires a 
genuine and open invitation to co-create the future.

For example, recently David has worked with organizations via Zoom to hold space for conversations 
on “Moments of Magnified Meaning Making”.  Employees across these workplaces have come together 
to discover:

• In terms of what you’re experiencing in these days in recent weeks, what is the most important 
thing stirring in you right now? How do you sense it relates to our future, your most important 
hopes or our larger sense of purpose?

• All around the world we are seeing people on the front lines of care in hospitals, in our 
communities and in our businesses everywhere we look. We see people responding in 
courageous, caring, unexpected ways. If you could put the spotlight on just one or two of the 
most powerful stories you’ve seen or heard about – one in society and one in our organization 
–  examples that provide you with an image, inspiration or new understanding of we as human 
beings and what we’re capable of together, what two stories or examples would you put a 
spotlight on?
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• In your view, at the largest level for our world and our country overall, what possible good can come
from this crisis, this tragedy, this moment of response?

• Looking at the past and lifting up those two or three things that we as an organization coming out
of this pandemic, no matter how much we change and we know we have to change:  What are two
or three of those most powerful things that we want to keep and build?  What are two or three new
strengths that are bubbling that have potential that we want to explore as new foundations?

Based on what has been shared, employees are then invited to dream together by beginning to imagine 
what it would be like and what it could be like five or ten years from now.  And then identifying the smallest 
acts, and one bolder thing to consider, that we can take today as an organization to move us in the 
direction of this vision? 

After all, as Leonard Cohen wisely sang: “Ring the bells that still can ring, forget your perfect offering. There 
is a crack, a crack in everything. There’s a crack in everything, but that’s how the light gets in.”

You can watch the video of David sharing his thoughts here.

For David’s full article click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dtXYosGxcDY&feature=youtu.be
https://davidcooperriderai.co/appreciative-inquiry-in-a-broken-world/
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WHAT DID WE DISCOVER 
TOGETHER?
We asked you to consider a time when you took part in co-creating ways to grow social connection in a 
workplace, even when the circumstances were challenging. 

• How did people come together to co-create new ways forward?

• What changes did you create?

Your answers included:
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We also asked:

• What impact did it have?

• Why is this example so memorable?

Your answers included:
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A snapshot of the stories you shared included:

• We had a culture hack to bring two divergent cultures together to discern and confirm our values.

• We had a Show and Tell Tea Salon where each person brought something unique and fun to share.

• We came together on What’s App and created social check-ins, so it felt like it was away from Zoom 
work.

• We held a virtual dance party and just more generally have fun!

• We started with vulnerability and values first – with a shared understanding of what our values mean 
to us, in action (values in action).

• We collectively decided the best ways to communicate, how often we would meet, what online tools 
we would use.

• We decided to start all meetings with: “What’s one word that describes how you are feeling today?” 
And followed this with a quick round of gratitude at our weekly catchups.

• We used appreciative inquiry to envision our future together and self-organize around change.

• We practiced active listening, by getting both sides together and being clear about what we need to 
be at our best and really listening to each other.

• We built a whole new, high touch and high care program within a pretty stodgy medical center.

• We left ego at the door which increased transparency, openness and honesty with each other.

• We built greater awareness and routine for connecting, team building, knowing and promoting each 
other’s strengths and helping one another.

• We called each other into greater strength and purpose when we were reminded of our role as 
change agents, supporters of heart and health, supporters of each other.

• We offered resilience and strengths-based learning sessions.

• It changed EVERYTHING for me in that moment.
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WHAT DID WE DREAM 
OF TOGETHER?
We asked: 

We asked what might be possible when it comes to growing connection while maintaining physical 
distance, if the workplaces we’re a part of invited their people to co-create the answers to this challenge. 

• How might workers be invited to co-create the new normal of working together?

• What type of ideas do you think they might feel are important to help grow social connection while
people may need to wear masks, limit the number of people that can be face-to-face in a meeting,
or spend more months working apart?

• What would success look like when the need for physical distancing finally disappears?

Your answers included:
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The dream reel of your hopes included:

• Providing space for these conversations to create our culture, norms and values.

• Creating “containers” for heartfelt sharing, deepening vulnerability and connection.

• Remembering context making it important to stay open, flexible and iterative.

• Keeping the agenda floating, rather than sticky, so that co-created questions in advance can help 
the flow of our meetings.

• Teaching and learning how to ask good, generative and solutions focused, opportunity expanding 
questions.

• Having “robust” conversations about life-work balance and harmony with workers and their families.

• Savoring, celebrating and appreciating each other regularly and authentically.

• Picking up the phone and calling without an official appointment, like we would if we were passing 
each other in the hallway or lunchroom.

• Practicing “burstiness” – moving from working alone to then having regular intervals when the entire 
team is all online together to connect in “real-time”.

• Practicing lots of feedback and feedforward to create learning loops where people are developing 
alongside teams, organizations and communities.

• Moral leadership being modeled, practiced, and lived.

• Seeing each other more – saying hello in passing, yes, even with strangers.

• Co-creating new greetings and fun, alternative “handshakes”, or even screen printing our picture to 
the masks to make ourselves be seen.

• Being expressive in our eyes and tone to make up for what might be missing from our mouth and 
smile, covered by a mask.

• Ending up better than before in our new normal.
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WHAT DID WE DESIGN & 
DEPLOY TOGETHER?
We asked: 

• What’s one commitment you can make, over the coming days and weeks, to help co-create a
safe space for workers to explore how they can grow connection in the new normal of physically
distanced workplaces? Remember, big or small, every conversation counts.

Here is a snapshot of some of the group’s commitments:

• I will create space in each meeting for personal connection as a priority.

• I will be open up to others about my struggles as well as my moments of joy.

• I show up as my true self (vulnerabilities and all) and encourage others to do the same.

• I will ask people I interact with to identify what would help them grow connections.

• I will educate my team on the AI framework to assist conversations about our new normal.

• I will talk to my boss and give her an update on what I learned today and ask how we can work
together to build social connections with our co-workers.

• I will make laughter a priority for our team.

• I will suggest we write a team song and do the things that bond us.

• I will ask questions, rather than set expectations.

• I will promote radical inclusion by being a hawk for possibilities of diversity.

• I will send a “grow a seed while apart but together” to teammates at home; eventually when we
come back together, we will have a community garden.

• I will speak to policy makers about the vitality of social connection.

• I will pay forward what I learned here.
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ASK & OFFER: CO-CREATING A NEW NORMAL

We invited you to share anything else you’d like to ask – or offer – to help workplaces to co-create a new 
normal where we grow social connection while maintaining physical distance (e.g., social media, design, 
writing, sounding board, etc.) and to share your email addresses so people could reach out to you directly. 

You asked for:

• Help team members who have neurosis type behavior from the fear of the virus and are terrified to 
come back to work. Anne-Marie Mcalister - Anne-Marie.mcallister@lhins.on.ca

• Tools to create inclusive virtual spaces. Sue Mitten - Sue.mitten@uregina.ca, Julie Wst -
Julie.weste@bigpond.com

• Suggestions on using appreciative inquiry with Employee Resource Groups - jpinterits@lbl.gov

• Someone to chat to about job / career direction in the New Normal - a.rainer@qub.ac.uk

• Tools for how to support new employees (new employees who started at the time of COVID-19) to 
engage and connect with teams - Brianna_doolan@worksafe.vic.gov.au

• Research that supports the value of flexibility for mental health AND productivity?
n-simpson@tamu.edu

• My org is hosting a virtual incubator for early-stage US nonprofits this summer – if you’d
like to know more feel free to visit our website thegreatersum.org or shoot me an e-mail -
anna@thegreatersum.org

• Anyone looking to talk about how to incorporate more play and figuring out how to do it better in our 
communities. Kathleen - kredmon21@gmail.com

• Seeking ideas in ways to teach gratitude at workplaces - ninasherak@gmail.com

• Interested in the storytelling aspects for innovative change and interesting ways to connect 
vulnerable people. Maria Allison - maria.allison@education.vic.gov.au

• Looking at AI for systemic change in school-aged public education. Jen Henderson -
jnhenderson2012@gmail.com

• Sharing innovative ideas and co-creating, and welcoming back, wellbeing of our furloughed team!
Trish Kennedy - Trish trish.kennedy@att.net

• Sharing your Zoom webinar instructions / tip sheets so we can become masters of virtual social 
connection. Thanks! - hch3@me.com

• The right approach to working with Top Execs and shift their minds. Anna - anna.tubina@gmail.com

• Examples and stories of what is working well re: connection in workplace as people start to come 
back. Melanie Fitzgerald - melaniej itzgerald@gmail.com

• Data about importance of connection to share with the curmudgeons in my organization. Jennifer 
Griggs - jengrigg@umich.edu

Our ask of you is to sign the petition: https://www.change.org/physicaldistance
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You offered:

• Teaching Thinking Traps and Real-Time Resilience. Robin Johnson - rllj1085@sas.upenn.edu

• Building an online community on thought change if anyone is interested in sharing or being a part of it. 
Theresa - tq@tquinn.co.uk

• Creating change from the middle of an organization. Caroline - Caroline.croughan@btinternet.com

• Happy to share my learnings on migrating leadership development and management development to 
virtual environment. Sue - sue.mitten@uregina.ca

• I have coaching skills, happy to facilitate a session for you. Alfredo.chavarin@goodside.com.mx, 
tia@positivelyme.co.uk, di-anne@osezlharmonie.com, lola@liveatruelife.org

• Youth development wellbeing, facilitation, designing learning and sounding board, equity and inclusion, 
working with Latino and African American community. Talma Shultz - talmashultz@gmail.com

• I can connect people to narrative medicine/radical listening resources. Jennifer Griggs -
jengrigg@umich.edu

• I can share ideas for ensuring that events can be made accessible to the Deaf community. Pip - 
pipcody@mac.com

• I am an idea-machine. Anybody wanting more ideas lemme know. Marty - 1marty.avery@gmail.com

• I’m skilled in safety and risk management, as well as positive psychology. Sandra -
Adkins.sandra@gmail.com

• I would love to host Warm Data Labs for groups as we explore “transcontextual interrelationships” of 
wellbeing. Jessica Taylor -Jessica.Taylor@unimelb.edu.au

• I am a great listener. Nikki - nikkivergara@gmail.com

• Coaching skills - career transition, work/life balance (millennial and baby boomers). Barbara Blatz 
Stone - bblatzstone@gmail.com

• Health behavior change experiences and facilitation. Peggy - asczepanski@dow.com

• I can help with resources on wellbeing and understanding cultural differences - building connections 
globally. Trisha - trisha@Cicollective.com

• I am happy to share fun ideas for facilitating workshops. Leesa Downes -
l.downes@kardinia.vic.edu.au

• Happy to talk to anyone who might feel challenged in getting the message out there or holding 
conversations. Leanne Camilleri - leannemcamilleri@yahoo.com.au

• Happy to discuss how, interested in learning more and also share how we reach out and hear from 
higher education students. Debbie - Debbie.hindle@utas.edu.au

Our gift for you grab your free toolkit for creating positive change around growing social 
connection while maintaining physical distance. You can access this here: 
https://www.thechangelabs.com/sociallyconnected

thechangeLab
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NEXT STEPS & 
RECOMMENDATIONS
The AI Workshop was an incredible opportunity to connect and gain commitment for helping workplaces 
co-create a new normal where we can grow social connection, while maintaining physical distance.

After all, as Albert Einstein wisely said: “Creativity is intelligence having fun.”

It is essential that we find ways to maintain the interest and momentum now generated for this group. 
We recommend that you:

• Steal with pride the materials provided for the AI Summit workshop and use them to help the
people you care about co-create a new normal of social connection with physical distance.

• Take the action you committed to (if you haven’t already) and tag us @chellemcquaid and use
the hashtag #sociallyconnected on social media so we can help celebrate and share your
progress.

• Review the asks and offers for help and reach out to partner with someone on helping this
conversation find its way to more people.

We’ll be in touch next week with more ideas if you’re keen to keep playing together.

Thank you so much for being part of this conversation with us.

Stay well and stay socially connected.

The Change Lab Team
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THE CHANGE LAB TEAM
DR. MICHELLE MCQUAID

Dr. Michelle McQuaid is a highly sought-after teacher with a warm, playful style; 
deep expertize of positive psychology, neurobiology and business; and a 
unique ability not just to energize and inspire, but to leave people with tested, 
actionable ideas, strategies, and habits that change lives. Having studied at 
the feet of the world’s leading positive psychology researchers, she has taught 
over 10,000 people worldwide at over 100 events, seminars, and workshops, 
including at Wharton Business School, University of Melbourne, Happiness & 
Its Causes, and more. She also hosts the highly acclaimed weekly podcast 
‘Making Positive Psychology Work’ and blogs for Psychology Today.

LOUIS ALLORO

A champion of enabling change leaders to design and deliver positive change 
experiences that improve wellbeing, Louis Alloro (MAPP) helps schools, 
workplaces, communities, and cities to build their psychological muscles and 
rally together to be the change they want to see in the world.  A senior fellow at 
the Center for the Advancement of Wellbeing, co-founder of The Change Lab, 
Louis is a social entrepreneur who designs and delivers highly sought after, 
evidence-based wellbeing and positive change learning experiences around 
the world. He has trained and certified thousands of practitioners for over a 
decade and is currently pursuing his PhD in systems informed positive 
psychology and social impact evaluation.

MICHELLE ETHEVE 

With a Master’s of Science in Coaching Psychology, Michelle Etheve specializes 
in enabling people to create purposeful, strengths-based change and to thrive 
as they create, learn, and experiment together. As co-founder of The Change 
Lab, she helps to create cultures of curiosity by teaching people how to design 
and ask better questions. Michelle has designed and delivered Appreciative 
Inquiry summits, positive change experiences, and coaching development 
programs in workplaces, schools, and communities around the world.

https://www.michellemcquaid.com/podcast/
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FOR MORE...
VIRTUAL APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY SUMMITS

Do you want to help your workplace have an action-oriented 
conversation to spark positive change? The Change Lab 
team are able to design and deliver an engaging and 
energizing virtual Appreciative Inquiry experience for 
20 – 500 people to help your workplace discover what’s 
working well, dream of ways to build upon their strengths, 
design the next steps forward, and deploy the actions they 
are committed to following through on. We will tailor the 
conversation focus to the needs and hopes of your group. 
Some examples of conversations include:

• Co-creating the new normal: Sparking what’s next
for our team?

• Stronger together: How can we grow social
connection while maintaining physical distance as
we work together?

CERTIFICATE IN CREATING POSITIVE CHANGE

Do you want to up your game to create positive change? The 
Certificate In Creating Positive Change is a live, online training 
program for people who want effective, evidence based, 
systems-oriented approaches for creating positive changes, 
be it through coaching, workshops, AI Summits, or change 
management strategies.

APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY TOOLS

Do you want to be able to ask questions that look for the 
true, the good, and the possible in yourself and others? Visit 
our shop for tool like our best-selling book, “Your Change 
Blueprint: How to Design and Deliver an AI Summit,” our 
evidence-based Appreciative Inquiry Cards and Posters to 
help you ask more strengths-based questions that create 
lasting change, and our AI Summit Toolbox that provides a 
step-by-step guide and best practice examples to help you 
deliver your own one-day summit.




